GROUP A

A2500

Size: 55 19•13 | 58 20•13
Colour: Black/Grey
Temple: Standard
Side Shield: Integrated

Eagle

Size: 53 | 56 | 59
Colour: Smoke
Temple: Adjustable
Side Shield: Integrated

Eagle Flip Up:

Eagle Flip-up available with IR Shade 3.0 and 5.0.

Brow Protector:

Features soft rubber pad for increased comfort and can be easily removed and replaced.

Note: Prescription range limitations are -6.00 D to +4.00 D and cylinder up to and including -2.00 D (-3.00 D on smaller eye size).

F6000

Size: 50 13•140 | 53 15•140 | 55 15•145
Colour: Grey Fade
Temple: Standard
Side Shield: Brow Guard
Breeze Catcher

F9800

Size: 46 20•145 | 48 20•145
Colour: Smoke
Temple: Standard
Side Shield: Brow Guard
Breeze Catcher
Perforated Full-Cup

F9900

Size: 50 22•145 | 52 22•145
Colour: Smoke
Temple: Standard
Side Shield: Brow Guard
Breeze Catcher
Perforated Full-Cup

GROUP B & C

ZT100

Size: 53 15 | 57 15 | 62 15
Colour: Black | Blue/Grey | Grey/Red
Temple: Adjustable
Side Shield: Clear | Metal Mesh (Permanently Attached)

KEY

Plastic: Frame constructed with plastic materials.

CSA: Tested to meet the requirements of CSA Z94.3-15

Foam backing

Sealed

Tight-fitting: Designed with face wrap and/or seals to help the frame fit closer to wearer's face.

Global fit: Designed to better fit face shapes around the world.

These frames have passed the requirements of a modified ASTM D149-09 test for dielectric strength and did not conduct electricity up to 1,000 volts for 60 seconds.
**GROUP D**

### Alpha | Metal

**Size:** 49 20-130 | 51 20-135  
**Colour:** Brown | Gunmetal  
**Temple:** Standard  
**Side Shield:** Brow Guard

### Beta | Metal

**Size:** 56 18-140 | 58 18-145 | 60 18-145  
**Colour:** Black | Gold | Gunmetal  
**Temple:** Standard  
**Side Shield:** Brow Guard

### Classic 3

**Size:** 53 18-145  
**Colour:** Black/Crystal | Tortoise  
**Temple:** Spring Hinge  
**Side Shield:** Brow Guard

### D490

**Size:** 54 16-140 | 56 16-145  
**Colour:** Black/Crystal | Brown/Amber  
**Temple:** Standard  
**Side Shield:** Brow Guard

### DX670

**Size:** 51 19-135 | 53 19-140  
**Colour:** Olive | Tortoise  
**Temple:** Spring Hinge  
**Side Shield:** Brow Guard

### EC550 | Metal

**Size:** 54 18-140 | 56 18-145  
**Colour:** Gunmetal  
**Temple:** Spring Hinge  
**Side Shield:** Brow Guard

### Gamma | Metal

**Size:** 52 18-140 | 54 18-145  
**Colour:** Gold | Gunmetal  
**Temple:** Standard  
**Side Shield:** Brow Guard

### ZT25-6 | 6 Base

**Size:** 56 21-127  
**Colour:** Camo | Matte Black  
**Temple:** Standard  
**Side Shield:** Integrated

### ZT25-8 | 8 Base

**Size:** 61 19-127  
**Colour:** Camo | Matte Black  
**Temple:** Standard  
**Side Shield:** Integrated

---

### KEY

- **Plastic:** Frame constructed with plastic materials.  
- **Tight-fitting:** Designed with face wrap and/or seals to help the frame fit closer to wearer’s face.  
- **Foam backing:**  
- **Sealed:**  
- **Global fit:** Designed to better fit face shapes around the world.  
- **Tested to meet the requirements of CSA Z94.3-15:** These frames have passed the requirements of a modified ASTM D149-09 test for dielectric strength and did not conduct electricity up to 1,000 volts for 60 seconds.
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GROUP D PLUS

DP620 | Metal

- Size: 51 18-140 | 53 18-140
- Colour: Black | Brown
- Temple: Spring Hinge
- Side Shield: Brow Guard

DP720 | Metal

- Size: 51 19-140 | 53 19-145
- Colour: Matte Brown | Matte Grey
- Temple: Spring Hinge
- Side Shield: Brow Guard

ZT35

- Size: 57 20-125
- Colour: Black/Blue | Camo | Grey/Black
- Temple: Standard removable, head strap included
- Side Shield: Integrated

GROUP E

Maxim Air Seal Goggle

- Size: 53 26-140
- Colour: Black
- Temple: None, head strap only
- Side Shield: Integrated

Steel 200 | Stainless Steel

- Size: 53 16-135 | 55 16-140
- Colour: Cobalt
- Temple: Spring Hinge
- Side Shield: Brow Guard

Steel 300 | Stainless Steel

- Size: 50 19-140 | 52 19-145
- Colour: Shiny Brown | Shiny Grey
- Temple: Spring Hinge
- Side Shield: Brow Guard

Steel 400 | Stainless Steel

- Size: 49 19-140 | 51 19-145
- Colour: Matte Brown/Matte Silver | Matte Grey/Matte Brown
- Temple: Spring Hinge
- Side Shield: Brow Guard

KEY

- Plastic: Frame constructed with plastic materials.
- CSA: Tested to meet the requirements of CSA Z94.3-15
- Foam backing
- Sealed
- Tight-fitting: Designed with face wrap and/or seals to help the frame fit closer to wearer’s face.
- Global fit: Designed to better fit face shapes around the world.
- Sealed
- These frames have passed the requirements of a modified ASTM D149-09 test for dielectric strength and did not conduct electricity up to 1,000 volts for 60 seconds.

Plastic: Frame constructed with plastic materials.
CSA: Tested to meet the requirements of CSA Z94.3-15
Foam backing
Sealed
Tight-fitting: Designed with face wrap and/or seals to help the frame fit closer to wearer’s face.
Global fit: Designed to better fit face shapes around the world.
Sealed
These frames have passed the requirements of a modified ASTM D149-09 test for dielectric strength and did not conduct electricity up to 1,000 volts for 60 seconds.
Note: Not all Side Shield options are available on every frame. Please see frame data for specific availability.

**Brow Guard**
- Made from high-impact polycarbonate
- Available in clear or grey

**Breeze Catcher**
- Wire mesh design provides ventilation and helps reduce fogging
- Oxidized, corrosion-resistant wire mesh
- Full-cup design
- Tighter-weave 40 mesh
- Permanently attached

**Perforated Full-Cup**
- Made from propionate
- Perforated design helps reduce fogging
- Permanently attached